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Onset of stationary and oscillatory convection in a tilted porous cavity
saturated with a binary fluid: Linear stability analysis

M. Karimi-Fard, M. C. Charrier-Mojtabi, and A. Mojtabi
Institut de Mécanique des Fluides, U.M.R. 5502 CNRS-INP-UPS, Universite´ Paul Sabatier, U.F.R. M.I.G.
118, route de Narbonne, 31062 Toulouse Cedex, France

In the present work, we study the onset of double-diffusive convective regimes in a tilted 
rectangular cavity, filled with a porous medium, saturated by a binary fluid. Two opposite walls are 
maintained at different but uniform temperatures and concentrations while the two other walls are 
impermeable and adiabatic. When the thermal and solutal buoyancy forces are comparable in 
intensity but have opposite signs, the motionless double-diffusive regime with linear temperature 
and concentration profiles is a solution of the problem. The first part of the study consists of a linear 
stability analysis of the motionless regime. We determine the critical thermal Rayleigh number for 
the onset of stationary and oscillatory convection. Indeed, we point out that there exist primary Hopf 
bifurcations for the studied problem in porous medium, while in the same configuration with a fluid 
medium only primary stationary bifurcations exist. When the first primary bifurcation creates a 
steady state branch of solutions, the bifurcation is either transcritical or pitchfork depending on the 
aspect ratio, A and the tilt,  w of the cavity. The onset of oscillatory convection ~Hopf bifurcation!
depends not only on A and w but also on the Lewis number, Le and the normalized porosity, e. Then, 
we determine the parts of the ~Le, e! parameter space for which the first primary bifurcation is 
stationary or oscillatory. In particular, it is found that in the case Le>1 and for e Le2,1 the first 
primary bifurcation is always a Hopf bifurcation for any A and w except for w5190°. For e Le2

.1 only stationary primary bifurcations exist. In the case Le,1, zones where stationary and 
oscillatory primary bifurcations exist are separated by a curve depending on A and w. The last part 
of this work consists of a series of numerical simulations. The onset of stationary and oscillatory 
convection is obtained numerically at the critical Rayleigh number predicted by linear analysis. We 
also verified the frequency of oscillations for several sets of dimensionless parameters. The 
numerical simulations show multiple subcritical solutions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Natural convection in porous media is widely encou
tered in nature and technological processes. Water m
ment in geothermal reservoirs, underground spreading
chemical waste and other pollutants, grain storage, ther
insulation, evaporative cooling, and solidification are jus
few examples where thermal natural convection or doub
diffusive convection in porous media are observed.

The majority of the research effort has been devoted
the flow caused by a single buoyancy effect~thermal convec-
tion!. Some of this literature has been reviewed by Comb
nous and Bories1 and Cheng.2

In some natural convection situations the heat tran
aspect cannot completly describe the phenomenon. Both
and mass transfer must be considered. The presence of
mal and solutal buoyancy forces considerably modifies
flow within the porous media. The current state of know
edge concerning double-diffusive convection in a satura
porous medium is summarized in the studies developed
Trevisan and Bejan3 and Nield and Bejan.4 Of the many
works in the literature related to double-diffusive convecti
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in a cavity, the majority can be classified into two categori
cavities with imposed uniform heat and mass fluxes a
cavities with imposed uniform temperature and concen
tion. It is important to note that most of these works a
theoretical. We can mention three experimental studies
double-diffusive convection in porous media. The first w
carried out by Griffith.5 He observed a thin diffusive inter
face in a Hele–Shaw cell with salt and sugar or heat and
as the diffusing components. He measured salt–sugar
heat–salt fluxes through two-layer convection systems
compared the results with predictions of a model. The s
ond work was carried out by Imhoff and Green.6 They stud-
ied double-diffusive groundwater fingers, using a sand-ta
model and the salt–sugar system. They observed that dou
diffusive groundwater fingers can transport solutes at rate
much as two orders of magnitude larger than those ass
ated with molecular diffusion in motionless groundwate
This could play a major role in the vertical transport of ne
surface pollutants in groundwater. The third experimen
work, by Murray and Chen,7 is closer to our study and con
cerns the onset of double-diffusive convection in a finite b
filled with porous medium. The experiments were perform
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in a horizontal layer consisting of 3-mm-diam glass bea
contained in a box 24 cm312 cm34 cm high. The rigid top
and bottom walls of the box provide a linear basic-state te
perature profile but only allow a nonlinear time-depend
basic-state profile for salinity. They observed that when
porous medium is saturated with a fluid having a stabiliz
salinity gradient, the onset of convection was marked b
dramatic increase in heat flux at the criticalDT, and the
convection pattern was three-dimensional, while tw
dimensional rolls are observed for single-component conv
tion in the same apparatus. They also observed a hyste
loop on reducing the temperature difference from superc
cal to subcritical values.

Concerning the theoretical studies, various modes
double-diffusive convection may exist depending on h
both thermal and solutal gradients are imposed relative
each other and also on the numerous nondimensional pa
eters involved.

In the case of imposed uniform heat and mass flux
Trevisan and Bejan8 considered a vertical porous cavity wit
imposed horizontal heat and mass fluxes. They develope
analytical Oseen-linearized solution for the boundary-la
regime for Le51, and proposed a similarity solution fo
heat-transfer-driven flows for Le.1. These analytical result
were validated by numerical experiments. The same confi
ration was studied by Alavyoon9 and Alavyoonet al.10 using
numerical and analytical methods and scale analysis. T
showed the existence of oscillatory convection in the cas
opposing buoyancy forces. An extension of these studie
the case of the inclined porous layer subject to transve
gradients of heat and solute was carried out by Mam
et al.11 They obtained an analytical solution by assumi
parallel flow in the core region of the tilted cavity. The e
istence of multiple steady state solutions, for opposing bu
ancy forces, has been demonstrated numerically. Mam
et al.12 have also numerically shown that, in a square cav
where the thermal and solutal buoyancy forces counte
each other (N521), a purely diffusive~motionless!solu-
tion is possible even for Lewis numbers different from uni
For Le510 and RaT5100 both the purely diffusive solution
and convective states are possible.

The configuration of a horizontal porous layer, where
buoyancy effects are due to vertical or inclined gradients
temperature and concentration, was presented by Nield13 and
Nield et al.14 They studied the onset of convection by line
stability analysis. The same configuration was conside
later by Tauntonet al.15 and Trevisan and Bejan.16 Taunton
et al.15 extended Nield’s analysis and considered the s
fingering convection case in a porous layer. Trevisan
Bejan16 studied mass transfer in the case where the buoya
effect is due entirely to temperature gradients. Rudra
et al.17 applied linear and nonlinear stability analysis a
showed that subcritical instabilities are possible in the c
of a two-component fluid. Brandet al.18 obtained amplitude
equations for the convective instability of a binary fluid mi
ture in a porous medium. They found an experimentally
alizable example of a codimension-two bifurcation~intersec-
tions of stationary and oscillatory bifurcation lines!.

The configuration of a vertical box with imposed tem
s
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perature and concentration along the vertical sidewalls
considered by Trevisan and Bejan19 and Charrier-Mojtabi
et al.20 Trevisan and Bejan19 considered a square cavity su
mitted to horizontal temperature and concentration gradie
Numerical simulations are compared to a scaling analy
They observed the development of a weak convection in
vicinity of N521 ~N being the ratio of the solutal to th
thermal buoyancy forces!. They noticed that the flow dis
pears if the Lewis number, Le is equal to one andN521.
Charrier-Mojtabi et al.20 studied the linear stability of the
purely diffusive regime, which exists forN521 and any
Lewis numbers. They found that this solution is linear
stable up to a critical thermal Rayleigh number depending
the box aspect ratio and the Lewis number.

For the same boundary conditions, double-diffusive co
vection studies have been carried out in a fluid medium,
the caseN521, by Gobin and Bennacer,21 Ghorayeb and
Mojtabi,22 and Xin et al.23 In all these stability analyses th
first primary bifurcations lead to steady state solutions.

The purpose of this paper is a linear stability analysis
the purely diffusive solution, which exists whenN521 in a
tilted rectangular or infinite box filled with a porous mediu
saturated by a binary fluid. We complete the previous res
obtained for an horizontal layer by Nield13 and a vertical
cavity by Charrier-Mojtabiet al.20 The influence of the tilt of
the cavity on the bifurcation points is analyzed. The m
important part of this work concerns the study of the prima
oscillatory instabilities which are only obtained in poro
medium. In previous works these instabilities were stud
only for the horizontal layer. Trevisan and Bejan19 found, for
the vertical box, that when Le51 andN521 the flow dis-
appears completely. They did not consider unsteady fl
Charrier-Mojtabiet al.20 assumed the principle of exchang
of stability to be valid and concluded that the purely diff
sive regime is infinitely linearly stable for Le51. Here, we
carry out an extended linear stability analysis of this situat
and we show the existence of oscillatory instability even
the case where Le51, and for various tilts of the cavity. O
course the caseN521 would be difficult to obtain experi-
mentally. However we believe that the study of this partic
lar solution, which has not been completely described in p
vious works, will be useful for a better understanding of t
more realistic situationsN5216m, wherem is a small pa-
rameter.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

We consider a tilted rectangular cavity of aspect ra
A5H/L where H is the height of the cavity andL is the
width. All the boundaries are impermeable. The cavity
filled with a porous medium and saturated by a Newton
binary fluid. Figure 1 shows the geometry and the associa
boundary conditions.

The cavity is assumed to be of infinite extent in thez
direction. The superscript asterisks denote dimensional v
ables. The Oberbeck–Boussinesq approximation is ap
cable in the range of temperatures and concentrations
pected. Thus, the fluid and porous material properties
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constant, except the density of the fluid in the buoyancy c
tribution where it varies linearly with both local temperatu
and concentration

r5r1@12bT~T* 2T1* !2bC~C* 2C1* !#,

where r15r(T1* ,C1* ) is the reference density,bT

52(1/r1)(]r/]T)C andbC52(1/r1)(]r/]C)T are the co-
efficients for thermal and solutal expansion. The fluid flo
within the porous medium is assumed to be incompress
and governed by Darcy’s law. We focus our study on
double-diffusive convection and so neglect the Soret and
four effects. The governing equations are

“* –V* 50, ~1!

S m

K DV* 52“* P* 2r fgk* , ~2!

~rc!m

~rc! f

]T*

]t*
1V* –“* T* 5am¹* 2T* , ~3!

e8
]C*

]t*
1V* –“* C* 5Dm¹* 2C* , ~4!

where V* 5(u* ,v* ,w* ),P* ,T* ,C* , are the seepag
~Darcy! velocity, pressure, temperature, and concentrat
respectively.k* 52sinwx1coswy defines the tilt of the
cavity andg the gravitational acceleration. The subscriptsm
and f refer to the porous medium and the fluid, respective
The porous matrix is characterized by its permeabilityK and
its porositye8. m andc denote the viscosity of the fluid an
the specific heat.am is defined as the effective thermal co
ductivity of the saturated porous medium divided by the s
cific heat capacity of the fluid. ParameterDm represents the
diffusivity of the constituent through the fluid-saturated p
rous matrix. The boundary conditions associated with E
~1!–~4! are

V* –n50 at all boundaries,

T* 5T1* , C* 5C1* at x* 50,
~5!

T* 5T2* , C* 5C2* at x* 5L,

~]T* /]y* !5~]C* /]y* !50 at y* 50 and y* 5H.

We define nondimensional quantities by

FIG. 1. Sketch of the problem.
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~x,y,z!5x5S 1

L D x* , t5S am~rc! f

L2~rc!m
D t* ,

~u,v,w!5V5 S L

am
DV* ,

T5
T* 2T1*

T2* 2T1*
, C5

C* 2C1*

C2* 2C1*
,

P5
K~P* 1r1g~2sinwx* 1coswy* !!

mam
.

The dimensionless governing equations now take
form

“–V50, ~6!

V52“P1~RaTT1RaCC!k, ~7!

]T

]t
1V–“T5¹2T, ~8!

e
]C

]t
1V–“C5

1

Le
¹2C, ~9!

k52sinwx1coswy,

where RaT5r1gbTKL(T2* 2T1* )/mam , RaC

5r1gbCKL(C2* 2C1* )/mam are the thermal and soluta
Rayleigh numbers, respectively.e5e8(rc) f /(rc)m is the
normalized porosity and Le5am /Dm the Lewis number.

The boundary conditions become

V–n5 0 at all boundaries,

T5C50 at x50,
~10!

T5C51 at x51,

~]T/]y!5~]C/]y!50 at y50 and y5A,

whereA5H/L is the aspect ratio.
We are mainly interested in the special case where

thermal and solutal buoyancy forces are comparable in in
sity but have opposite signs, so we have RaT52RaC or the
buoyancy ratioN5(bCDC* )/(bTDT* )521. The number
of dimensionless parameters is decreased and the D
equation becomes

V52“P1RaT~T2C!k. ~11!

III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

Motionless double-diffusive solution (V050, T05x,
C05x! is a particular solution of the set of equations~6!–
~10! and ~11!. To study the stability of this solution, w
introduce infinitesimal three-dimensional perturbatio
(v,u,c) defined by

v5V2 V0 , u5T2T0 , c5C2C0 ,

where V, T, and C indicate the disturbed quantities. Th
second-order smaller quantities are neglected. Due to the
that the velocity field components are not coupled, a n
system of three independent variables (u,u,c) is considered,
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whereu is the component of the velocity field perturbation
the x direction. The linearized equations take the form

‘ ¹2u52RaTF]2~u2c!

]x]y
cosw

1S ]2~u2c!

]y2 1
]2~u2c!

]z2 D sinw G , ~12!

¹2u5
]u

]t
1u, ~13!

¹2c5LeS e
]c

]t
1uD , ~14!

with the boundary conditions

u5u5c50 at x50,1, ;y,;z,;t,

~]u/]y!5~]u/]y!5~]c/]y!50 at y50,A, ;x,;z,;t.
~15!

IV. ONSET OF STATIONARY CONVECTION

In this section we seek instability via stationary conve
tion. The case of oscillatory convection is studied in Sec.
From the steady state form of Eqs.~13! and~14! we deduce
¹2(c/Le2u)50. Because of boundary conditions~15! this
last result leads toc5Leu. Under this assumption the pe
turbation equations can be reduced to a new one with o
the temperature perturbation

¹4u5RaT~Le21!F ]2u

]x]y
cosw1S ]2u

]y2 1
]2u

]z2 D sinw G .
~16!

A. Case of an infinite layer

A cell of infinite extension in directionsy andz is con-
sidered. The temperature perturbation is written as follow

u5u~x!eI ~ky1 lz!,

where k and l are the wave number in directionsy and z,
respectively, andI is the imaginary unit. Perturbation equ
tion ~16! leads to

u~4!22~k21 l 2!u91~k21 l 2!2u

5RaT~Le21!@ Iku8 cosw2~k21 l 2!u sinw#, ~17!

with boundary conditions

u5u950 at x50,1, ;y,;z, ~18!

whereu95d2u/dx2.

1. Compound matrix method

Equation ~17!, and the associated boundary conditio
~18!, are solved using the compound matrix method. A v
clear description of this method and its application to hyd
dynamic stability problems is given by Drazin and Reid24

and Straughan.25 Here, we briefly show how this method
used to find the critical Rayleigh number corresponding
the lowest eigenvalue of~17!. To solve problem~17! and
~18! by the compound matrix method we letQ
5(u,u8,u9,u-)T. To determine the lowest eigenvalue, w
-
.

ly

:

s
y
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retain the two conditions atx50 and the conditions atx
51 on u andu9 are replaced by (u8(0)51, u-(0)50! and
(u8(0)50, u-(0)51). Thus, the boundary value problem
converted into an initial value problem. The solution can
written as a linear combination ofQ1 and Q2 with initial
condition (0,1,0,0)T and (0,0,0,1)T,

Q5a1Q11a2Q2

wherea1 anda2 are constant. A new vector

Y5~y1 ,y2 ,y3 ,y4 ,y5 ,y6!T,

is defined as the 232 minors of the 432 solution matrix
whose first column isQ1 and secondQ2 . So,

y15u1u282u18u2 ,

y25u1u292u19u2 ,

y35u1u2-2u1-u2 ,

y45u18u292u19u28 ,

y55u18u2-2u1-u28 ,

y65u19u2-2u1-u29 .

By direct calculation from~17! the initial value problem
for Y is found to beY85L(Y) whereL is a linear operator
defined by

y185y2 ,

y285y31y4 ,

y385I RaT~Le21!k coswy112~k21 l 2!y21y5 ,
~19!

y485y5 ,

y585@~k21 l 2!21RaT~Le21!sinw~k21 l 2!#y1

12~k21 l 2!y41y6 ,

y685@~k21 l 2!21RaT~Le21!sinw~k21 l 2!#y2

2I RaT~Le21!k coswy4 .

The initial conditions for~19! are obtained from the ini-
tial conditions onQ1 andQ2 ,

Y~0!5~0,0,0,0,1,0!T,

the boundary conditions onu at x51, (u(1)5u9(1)50),
lead to the following condition:

y2~1!50. ~20!

Equation ~19! is solved using a fourth-order Runge
Kutta algorithm. A shooting method is used to reach con
tion ~20!.

2. Numerical results

Figure 2 shows the critical nondimensional stability p
rameter RaTc

(Le21) as a function ofw for several values of
wave numberl. The associated wave numberk ~which is not
plotted!corresponds to the critical value for which RaTc

(Le
21) is minimum. It is found that the critical nondimension
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stability parameter RaTc
(Le21) is minimum for l 50,;w.

This latter result shows that the most dangerous pertu
tions in the case of an infinite layer are localized in the~xoy!
plane. Figures 3 and 4 give the variations of the critical
rameter RaTc

(Le21) and the critical wave numberkc with
respect to the tilt of the layer. These results are obtained
Lewis numbers higher than one. In this case (Le.1), the
thermal diffusivity is higher than the mass diffusivity whic
means that the concentration perturbations are predomin
Thus, the stability of the motionless solution depends
rectly on the destabilizing effects of the concentration. T
behavior is brought out in Fig. 3. One can see that the low
critical parameter is obtained forw5290° ~the upside wall
is maintained at the highest concentration!, which corre-
sponds to the case where the concentration field is the m
destabilizing. This destabilizing effect decreases withw,
which induces the increase of critical parameter. For Le
number lower than one, the stability of the solution will d
pends on the destabilizing effects of the temperature.
above results hold with the following transformation:

w→2w,

FIG. 2. Influence of three-dimensional perturbations on critical ther
Rayleigh number. Case of an infinite layer and for Le.1.

FIG. 3. RaTc
(Le21) vs tilt  w for Le.1.
a-

-

or
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i-
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e

RaT~Le21!→RaT~12Le!.

In two extreme limits ofw, (w5690°) we have the
stability problem analogous to Lapwood’s one.26 The ther-
mal Rayleigh number of the Lapwood problem is replac
by 2RaT(Le21). For w5290° the motionless double
diffusive solution loses its stability for RaTc

54p2/(Le21)
and the associated wave number iskc5p. This previous
result was first obtained by Nield.13 For w5190° the purely
diffusive solution is infinitely linearly stable. For a tilte
layer the motionless diffusive solution of the thermal pro
lem is unstable. But, with a double-diffusive problem, t
buoyancy force due to the solutal gradient can keep the
tionless double-diffusive solution stable, even if the infin
layer is not horizontal. For the particular case of the verti
layer (w50°), Charrier-Mojtabiet al.20 found RaTc

uLe21u
5105.33 andkc52.51. Table I summarizes the critical Ra
leigh and wave number obtained for several tilts of the in
nite layer.

Using the compound matrix method, the eigenvector
sociated to the eigenvalue RaTc

(Le21) is determined and
used to calculate the streamfunction at the bifurcation po
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the convective flow patte

FIG. 4. Critical wave numberkc vs tilt w for Le.1.

TABLE I. Critical thermal Rayleigh number and the corresponding critic
wave number for several tilts of the layer.

w RaTc
(Le21) kc

290° 39.478 (4p2) 3.14 ~p!
275° 40.47 3.13
260° 43.65 3.10
245° 49.68 3.05
230° 59.92 2.95
215° 76.93 2.78

0° 105.33 2.51
115° 154.31 2.15
130° 245.43 1.73
145° 442.15 1.28
160° 1003.08 0.844
190° ` 0

l
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at the bifurcation point for several tilts of the layer and f
Lewis numbers, higher and lower than one. One can obs
a succession of counter-rotating tilted cells. To underst
qualitatively the tilt of the cells we consider the case
,1. In this case the mass diffusivity is higher than the th
mal diffusivity and the fluid needs more time to reach t
surrounding temperature than the surrounding concentra
Accordingly, when we consider a fluid trajectory from th
cold wall to the hot wall, the fluid particle on this trajecto
is regularly in a hotter environment which deviate it dow
ward. Likewise, there is an upward trajectory when the fl
particle moves from the hot wall to the cold wall. The sam
arguments explain the tilt of the cells in the case Le.1.

B. Case of a rectangular cavity

Now, only two-dimensional perturbations are cons
ered. Equation~16! is solved using the Galerkin method wit

u~x,y!5 (
n51

N

(
m50

M

anm sin~npx!cosS mp
y

AD .

Figure 6 presents the variations of RaTc
(Le21) for sev-

FIG. 5. Influence of the Lewis number Le and the tiltw on the flow pattern
at the bifurcation point.

FIG. 6. Influence of the aspect ratioA and the tiltw on RaTc
(Le21).
ve
d

-

n.

-

eral aspect ratiosA, as a function of the tiltw. The curves are
compared to the critical value of an infinite cell. The min
mum value of the stability parameter is obtained for an in
nite cell for any tested tilt. We can conclude that the confin
ment stabilizes the motionless double-diffusive solution. O
can also notice that the situation of heating from the t
where the highest concentration is maintained, is the m
unstable situation when the Lewis number is higher than o

C. Transcritical and pitchfork bifurcation

The type of the bifurcations can be predicted by the sy
metry properties of Eqs.~12!–~14! with boundary conditions
~15!. As a matter of fact in a rectangular cavity of aspe
ratio A, the perturbation equations and the associated bou
ary conditions are invariant under combinedx,y reflection
and by the inversion of the velocity, temperature, and c
centration perturbation fields. This symmetry property can
described with the operatorS:

SS u
u
c
D ~x,y!5S 2u

2u
2c

D ~12x,A2y!.

If ( u,u,c) is solution of ~12!–~14!, thenS(u,u,c) is also
solution of these equations. Thus Eqs.~12!–~15! possess
centrosymmetry. The eigenvectors of the linear stabi
problem will be centrosymmetric with an odd number
cells or anticentrosymmetric with an even number of ce
The corresponding bifurcation is transcritical for centrosy
metric eigenvector and pitchfork for anticentrosymmetric
genvector~Crawford and Knobloch27!. In the present study
both transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations are obtained d
pending of the aspect ratioA and the tiltw of the cavity. For
a square cavity, the influence of the tilt of the cavity is pr
sented in Fig. 7 and Table II. We can see the evolution
RaTc

(Le21) obtained for transcritical~solid line!and pitch-
fork ~dashed line!bifurcations when the tiltw increases. We
also present the evolution of the streamfunction at the bi
cation points for different values ofw. The global behavior is

FIG. 7. Influence of the inclination on the type of the bifurcation for
square cavity. The evolution of streamfunction at the bifurcation point
presented forw5260°, 230°, 0°, and130°. The streamfunctions assoc
ated with the first bifurcation are drawn at the bottom.
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the same as for the infinite layer. The increase of the ca
tilt causes lengthening and the tilting of the cells.

Figure 8 shows the influence of the aspect ratio,A, on
the bifurcation points for a vertical cavity (w50°). The two
curves cross alternately at codimension two bifurcat
points. When the aspect ratio increases, the flow pattern
the bifurcation points in the core region of the cavity lead
those observed for an infinite layer. We observe the sa
behavior for all tested tilts of the cavity~Fig. 9!. One can
notice a similar behavior for the same configuration in flu
medium ~Gobin and Bennacer,21 Ghorayeb and Mojtabi,22

and Xin et al.23!.

V. ONSET OF OSCILLATORY CONVECTION

In this section, the full equations~12!–~15! are consid-
ered. The termest is introduced in the perturbation (u,u,c)
wheres is defined bys5s r1Iv with I the imaginary unit.
The perturbations are assumed to be two-dimensional
are developed as:

u~x,y,t !5 (
n51

N

(
m50

M

anm sin~npx!cosS mp
y

ADest, ~21!

u~x,y,t !5 (
n51

N

(
m50

M

bnm sin~npx!cosS mp
y

ADest, ~22!

TABLE II. Critical thermal Rayleigh number corresponding to the tran
critical and pitchfork bifurcations as a function of the tilt forA51 ~Galerkin
method withN5M520!.

w
Transcritical bifurcation

RaTc
(Le21)

Pitchfork bifurcation
RaTc

(Le21)

290° 39.478 (4p2) 61.69
260° 44.92 69.66
230° 70.36 104.75

0° 184.06 227.91
130° 809.0 754.0

FIG. 8. Evolution of transcritical~the solid line!and pitchfork~the dashed
line! bifurcations with respect to the aspect ratio forw50°. The stream-
functions associated with the first bifurcation are drawn on the left-hand
(A52, 3, and 4!.
ty

n
at

e

nd

c~x,y,t !5 (
n51

N

(
m50

M

cnm sin~npx!cosS mp
y

ADest. ~23!

The marginal state corresponds tos r50. The Galerkin
method is used to solve the linear stability problem. W
complete the previous results~transcritical and pitchfork bi-
furcations!by possible Hopf bifurcations. It is found tha
Hopf bifurcations exist and can appear before or after
transcritical or pitchfork bifurcations. The critical Rayleig
number for the Hopf bifurcation depends not only on t
aspect ratioA, the tilt w of the cell, and the Lewis numbe
Le, but also on the normalized porositye. The overall study
is difficult to carry out due to the numerous nondimensio
parameters. The objective of this part is to identify the ty
of the first primary bifurcation~oscillatory or stationary bi-
furcation!. We denote by stationary bifurcation all bifurc
tions toward stationary convection~transcritical or pitch-
fork!. We first consider the two limit cases of horizontal ce
(w5690°). Then for general cases, we define the parts
the ~Le, e! parameter space for which the first primary bifu
cation is stationary or oscillatory depending on the asp
ratio and the angle of tilt of the box.

A. Limit cases: w5690°

In these situations the ‘‘cross-derivative term’’ in E
~12! is simplified. The problem can by solved by direct ca
culation and no numerical approximation is needed. Eq
tions ~12!–~14! become

¹2u52RaT JS ]2~u2c!

]y2 D , ~24!

¹2u5
]u

]t
1u, ~25!

¹2c5LeS e
]c

]t
1uD , ~26!

whereJ is defined by
e

FIG. 9. Evolution of transcritical~the solid line!and pitchfork~the dashed
line! bifurcations with respect to the aspect ratio for two slopes.
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w5190°→J511,

w5290°→J521.

The boundary conditions associated with this problem ar

u5u5c50 at x50,1, ;y,
~27!

~]u/]y!5~]u/]y!5~]c/]y!50 at y50,A, ;x.

Solutions for~24!–~26! of the form~21!–~23! are possible if

B~B1s!~B1es Le!2RaT CJ~B1es Le!

1Le RaT CJ~B1s!50, ~28!

where

B5~ ip!21~ j p/A!2, C5~ j p/A!2.

At marginal stability,s5Iv wherev is real. The real
and imaginary parts of Eq.~28! become

RaT CJ~Le21!1~B22ev2 Le!50,

v~RaT CJ Le~12e!1B2~11e Le!!50.

Two solutions are possible:

v50,
~29!

RaT5JS B2

C D 1

~12Le!

and

v25
B2

e Le2

~12e Le2!

~12e!
,

~30!

RaT5JS B2

C D ~e11/Le!

~e21!
.

1. Case: w5190°

The saturated porous medium is heated from be
where the highest concentration is imposed. For Lewis nu
bers higher than or equal to one the motionless dou
diffusive solution is infinitely linearly stable,;e. For Lewis
numbers lower than one, the motionless solution loses
stability via a stationary bifurcation with RaTc

5g r /(1
2Le!. g r can be obtained by direct calculation from

g r5min
i , j

B2

C
5min

i , j

S ~ ip!21S j p

A D 2D 2

S j p

A D 2 .

Figure 10 plotsg r versus the aspect ratioA. The limit
value ofg r whenA→` is equal to 4p2. Thus, for an infinite
layer and Le,1 the results are identical to those obtained
the Lapwood problem.

2. Case: w5290°

The saturated porous medium is now heated from the
where the highest concentration is imposed. In this case,
for Lewis numbers higher than one, both stationary and H
bifurcations are possible. The direct calculation@Eqs. ~29!
w
-

e-

ts

r

p
nd
f

and ~30!# gives, for the stationary bifurcation, RaTc

5g r /(Le21) and the Hopf bifurcation is defined by

RaTc
5g r

~e11/Le!

~12e!
, vc

25
gv

e Le2

~12e Le2!

~12e!
, ~31!

wheregv is defined bygv5B25(( ip)21( j p/A)2)2, where
i and j have the same values as those determined forg r .
Figure 11 reportsgv with respect to the aspect ratio. Th
limit value of gv for an infinite horizontal layer is equal to
4p4. One can observe thatgv ~consequentlyvc! is discon-
tinuous for some aspect ratios. This means that for th
critical aspect ratios there are two Hopf bifurcations at
same critical Rayleigh number, but with different critic
pulsations. This is a codimension-two bifurcation point. T
Hopf bifurcation defined by~31! exists only fore Le2,1,
this condition guarantees thatvc.0. For Le.1, this condi-
tion also guarantees the following relationship:

e11/Le

12e
,

1

Le21
,

which means that in this situation the Hopf bifurcation a
pears before the stationary bifurcation. For Lewis numb

FIG. 10. g r vs aspect ratio.

FIG. 11. gv vs aspect ratio.
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lower than or equal to one only Hopf bifurcations exist,;e.
These results are corroborated by numerical simulations
sented in Sec. VI.

B. General cases

In general cases~for any aspect ratio and for any tilt! the
analytical resolution of the stability problem is not possib
We use a numerical approach based on the Galerkin me
to solve the problem. Three situations are considered, Le51,
Le.1, and Le,1.

1. Case: Le 51

The results obtained in Sec. IV show that for the Lew
number equal to one, the motionless double-diffusive so
tion is infinitely linearly stable. This result is obtained whe
only the stationary bifurcations are considered. A more co
plete analysis of this situation shows that the motionless
lution can lose its stability via a Hopf bifurcation for Le51.
Figures 12 and 13 show the influence of the normalized
rosity on the critical Rayleigh number and the pulsation c
responding to the Hopf bifurcation in the case of a squ

FIG. 12. Influence of the normalized porositye on the critical Rayleigh
number RaTc

of the Hopf bifurcation forA51 and Le51.

FIG. 13. Influence of the normalized porositye on the pulsationvc for A
51 and Le51.
e-

.
od

-

-
o-

-
-
e

cavity and for Le51. We can see that the critical Rayleig
number increases when the normalized porosity increa
This means thate has a stabilizing effect. In this case, th
mass and thermal diffusion coefficients are identical and t
do not cause the instability. The cause of instability is t
difference between the unsteady temperature and conce
tion profiles. This difference increases whene decreases
which is consistent with the results presented in Fig.
Moreover, fore51, the temperature and concentration pr
files are identical and there are not any sources of instabi
The motionless double-diffusive solution is infinitely linear
stable.

2. Case: Le >1

For Lewis numbers higher than one, the numerical re
lution of the perturbation equations shows the existence
two zones in the~Le, e! parameter space separated by t
curvee Le251. Whene Le2.1, the first primary bifurcation
creates steady state branches of solution and fore Le2,1,
the first bifurcation is a Hopf bifurcation. It is important t
observe that these results do not depend on either the a
ratio or the tilt of the cavity. As can be observed in Fig. 1
the same curve was obtained for all tested angles of tilt.

3. Case: Le <1

For Lewis numbers smaller than one, the situation
more complicated. There are still two zones in the~Le, e!
parameter space, but they are separated by a curve depe
on both the angle of tilt and the aspect ratio. Figure 14 sho
the results obtained for a square cavity and for several an
of tilt. For each tested tilt, the zone where the first prima
bifurcation is a stationary bifurcation and the zone where
first bifurcation is a Hopf one are separated by a curve
codimension-two bifurcation points. A section of Fig. 14 f
e50.5 is presented in Fig. 15. Figure 15 shows the evolut
of critical Rayleigh numbers associated with transcritical a
Hopf bifurcation as a function of Lewis number forA51
andw50°. The curve of Hopf bifurcation crosses the tra
scritical curve at two codimension-two bifurcation point
For Lewis numbers lower than one the intersection po
depends on all nondimensional parameters~A, w, Le, ande!.
On the contrary, for Lewis numbers higher than one,
intersection point is defined only bye Le251, the aspect ra-
tio A and the tilt of the cellw do not influence this point.
Table III summarizes the values of the critical paramet
obtained in the case (A51, w50°, ande50.5).

One can notice that for the problem of double-diffusi
convection in fluid, in the same configuration the first bifu
cation is never a Hopf one. The existence of Hopf bifurcat
in porous medium may be explained through the normali
porosity. This parameter induces different evolution in tim
between the temperature and the concentration. This dif
ence is enhanced when the normalized porosity decrea
Indeed, diffusion and advection of concentration can only
carried out in the space occupied by fluid, thus both diffus
and advection are magnified bye21 compared to diffusion
and advection of heat.
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VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The governing equations~6!–~10! have been solved by
finite volume method that employs primitive variables on
staggered mesh~Patankar28!. Diffusive and convective fluxes
are discretized by central differencing. Solutions are
tained by fully implicit marching in time. The typical time
step is 1022, but for oscillatory convection with high fre
quency, lower time steps are used (1023, 1024). The grid
employed is uniform and consists of 41341 volumes for a
square cavity. The code was validated by comparing our
sults to those obtained by Goyeauet al.29 and Trevisan and
Bejan.19

To corroborate the results obtained with the linear s
bility analysis several numerical simulations were carr
out. These simulations permit us to observe the onset of c
vection at the critical Rayleigh number predicted by the l

FIG. 14. Domains of the existence of stationary and Hopf bifurcations
~Le, e! parameter space forA51. For w5190° and Le.1 the motionless
solution is infinitely linearly stable.
-

e-

-
d
n-
-

ear theory. In the case of oscillating convection, the frequ
cies obtained numerically are compared successfully w
those obtained by linear stability analysis. Moreover,
time integration of the full set of nonlinear equations pr
vides more information about the solution just after the
furcation points. In particular, we get information about t
stability of these solutions and the sense of rotation of
cells. We first consider the onset of stationary convecti
then the results for oscillating convection are presented.

A. Stationary convection

Numerical simulations are carried out for a square cav
(A51) with Le52. The normalized porositye, is kept equal
to one, to avoid any primary Hopf bifurcation. The resu
are presented for four tilts of the cavity (w5290°, w
5260°, w5230°, and w50°!. As seen in Fig. 7 and
Table II, for this set of parameters the purely diffusive r
gime loses stability via a transcritical bifurcation. The sup
critical branch of solutions created at the bifurcation point
stable. The numerical values of the critical parame
RaTc

(Le21) are in very good agreement with those obtain
by linear stability analysis. In Fig. 16, we report the sup
critical convective solution pattern, close to the onset of c
vection, for a Rayleigh number slightly higher than the cri
cal value. One can see that the streamlines obtai
numerically by direct simulation are identical to the eige
vectors presented in Fig. 7. The numerical simulations sh
that the main center cell has a clockwise rotation. The t
small counter-rotating cells located in the upper left-ha

n

FIG. 15. Critical Rayleigh number vs Lewis number, forA51, w50, and
e50.5.

TABLE III. Critical thermal Rayleigh number for the stationary and Ho
bifurcations for several Lewis numbers, forA51, w50°, ande50.5 using
the Galerkin method withN5M515. ~3! means the Hopf bifurcation doe
not exist.

Le RaTc
~stationary! RaTc

~Hopf! vc

0.5 368.12 1591. 259.3
1.0 ` 818. 89.6
& 444.36 444.36 0
2.0 184.06 3 3
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and the lower right-hand corners of the box gradually dis
pear asw decreases from 0° to290°. At w5290° the flow
is similar to that obtained in a square cavity heated fr
below. The isotherms and isoconcentrations are not
sented, but show a practically conductive state. Forw5
130°, the time integration of the nonlinear equations sho
that the motionless double-diffusive solution loses its sta
ity at the predicted critical Rayleigh number. Numeric
simulation is carried out for RaT5760. The time evolution of
the v component velocity is plotted in Fig. 17. The flo
pattern obtained before and after the transition is also
sented. Before the transition, the flow pattern correspond
the solution predicted by the linear analysis~Fig. 7! while
after, the streamlines are completly different. Figure 18 r
resents the associated isotherms and isoconcentrations.
are highly deformed due to high velocity. This latter soluti
is a subcritical solution and does not correspond to the
pected solution at the onset of convection. This would m
that the branch of solution issued from the pitchfork bifurc

FIG. 16. Supercritical solution forA51, Le52, and forw5290°,260°,
230°,0°. The Rayleigh numbers associated with each solution are slig
higher than the critical values.

FIG. 17. The evolution in time of the velocity at the onset of convection
A51, Le52, w5130°, and RaT5760.
-

e-

s
l-
l

e-
to

-
hey
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n
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tion is unstable. The convective solution persists when
Rayleigh number decreases, even for Rayleigh numb
lower than the critical value.

The complete study of the subcritical solutions is not t
subject of the paper. Our numerical simulations show m
tiple subcritical and supercritical solutions. To describe th
flows we must develop a continuation method. For t
present work, to illustrate this multiplicity of solutions w
have plotted the streamlines, the isotherms, and the iso
centrations for different solutions obtained in the caseA
51, Le52, and RaT5195 ~Fig. 19!. Solution ~a! corre-
sponds to the supercritical solution just after the onset
convection. The corresponding isotherms and isoconcen
tions are slightly deformed due to low velocity. On the oth
hand, isotherms and isoconcentrations associated with s
tions ~b! and ~c! are highly deformed. These solutions a
part of two subcritical branches of solutions issued from
secondary pitchfork bifurcation.

B. Oscillatory convection

When the first primary bifurcation is a Hopf one, th
results of the linear stability analysis are compared with
merical simulation for several situations. For the cav
heated from the top, where the highest concentration is
posed (w5290°), we consider a square cavity (A51)
filled with a porous medium characterized bye50.2 and a
binary fluid with Le52.

With these parameters, the first primary bifurcation is
Hopf one with RaTc

53.5p2.34.54 andvc
251.25p4 @ob-

tained analytically from~31!#. The corresponding critical fre
quency is f c5vc/2p.1.756. The numerical simulation o

tly

r

FIG. 18. Streamlines, isotherms, and isoconcentrations forA51, Le52, w
5130°, and RaT5760. Solid lines in streamlines correspond to count
clockwise rotations.

FIG. 19. Streamlines, isotherms, and isoconcentrations forA51, Le52, w
50°, and RaT5195. Solid lines in streamlines correspond to counterclo
wise rotations.~a! Supercritical solution,~b! and~c! solutions on subcritical
branches.
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this situation shows the existence of a stable branch of o
latory solution just after the predicted critical Rayleigh nu
ber ~Fig. 20!. The frequency of the oscillations obtained
RaT535 is f num.1.77, which is in good agreement with th
analytical results. The structure of the convective flow is
single rotating cell~identical to that obtained for stationar
convection!, but the sense of rotation changes periodicall
time.

However, for most of the angles of tilt considered, t
branch of solutions issued from the Hopf bifurcation is u
stable. For several sets of values~A, w, Le, ande! the results
of the linear stability analysis are validated by computing
frequency of the vanishing oscillations that occur when
perturbation is induced for a Rayleigh number slightly low
than the critical Rayleigh number predicted by the line
theory.

Figure 21 illustrates the caseA51, Le52, e50.2, and
w50° for which the linear stability predicts a Hopf bifurca
tion at RaTc

.170.7 andf c5vc/2p.2.24. The numerica
simulation gives, for a perturbation generated at RaT5169, a

FIG. 20. Numerical determination of critical frequency of the Hopf bifu
cation forA51, Le52, e50.2, andw5290°.

FIG. 21. Numerical determination of critical frequency of the Hopf bifu
cation forA51, Le52, e50.2, andw50°.
il-
-
r

a

in

-

e
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r
r

vanishing oscillation with the frequencyf num.2.3, which is
in good agreement with the results of the linear theory.

VII. CONCLUSION

An analytical and numerical study of the onset
double-diffusive convection in a tilted rectangular or infini
box, filled with a porous medium and saturated by a bin
fluid, is carried out. In the case of an infinite layer tridime
sional perturbations are considered and we show that b
mensional perturbations are the most dangerous. The
primary bifurcation creates either branches of steady s
tions or time-dependent solutions via Hopf bifurcation. T
type of bifurcation depends on the aspect ratioA, the tilt of
the boxw, the Lewis number Le, and the normalized poros
e. For the same problem in fluid medium the first prima
bifurcation is never a Hopf bifurcation.

It is important to note that for most physical situation
the Lewis number is higher than one. Then, the present s
shows that the type of the first primary bifurcation~station-
ary or oscillatory! depends only on Le ande. The aspect ratio
A and the tiltw have an influence on the value of the critic
parameters and the type of the stationary bifurcation~tran-
scritical or pitchfork!. The curvee Le251 in the ~Le, e! pa-
rameter space represents a set of codimension-two bifu
tion points which separates the region where the first prim
bifurcation is a Hopf bifurcation (e Le2,1) from the region
where the first primary bifurcation is a stationary o
(e Le2.1). For w5190° the motionless solution is infi
nitely linearly stable.

For some gas mixtures the Lewis number could be low
than one. In this situation, the regions of Hopf bifurcatio
and stationary bifurcations are separated by a curve dep
ing not only on Le ande but also onA andw.

Some numerical investigations are carried out for
square cavity. The onset of motion is observed at the p
dicted Rayleigh number obtained by the linear theory. Th
nonlinear numerical simulations show the existence of m
tiple subcritical solutions. This linear analysis has to be co
pleted by a nonlinear study to draw complete bifurcati
diagrams for different sets of nondimensional paramet
The continuation method will be useful to follow the bran
of solution ~stable or unstable!created at the primary bifur
cation points defined in this study.
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